SIDDEEQ PUBLIC SCHOOL
Vocabulary

Q.1

(A)

Encircle the correct spelling.


mashine

/

machin

(0.5x2)
/ machine

/ machene

■

(B)

stedeam
/
studim
/ stadim
/ stadium
Provide the meanings either in English or in Urdu.
(0.5x4)
■
disappear: ______________
■ trouble: ___________________
■

competition: _____________

■ scared: ___________________

(C) Complete the columns.
Words
arrive

(0.5x6)

Opposites

Present
grow

Past

Past Participle

rode

exit
Grammar

Q.2

Fill in the blanks with suitable Articles and Prepositions.

(0.5x4)

_______ Sunday, he painted _______ a picture. _______ picture was painted
beautifully. His mother hung it _____ the wall.

Q.3

(A)

Complete each sentence by choosing the correct word.

I _____
already done my work.
■
■

Everybody
____

the truth.

(1.0×3)
(am/ has/ have)
(know/ knows)

you like playing cricket?

(do/ does/ was)

(B) Do as directed.

(1.0×3)



The farmer ploughed the field.

(Change into Interrogative)



_________________________________________________________________
The student wrote an interesting story.
(Change into plural)



_________________________________________________________________
The lazy boys doesn’t complete their work.
(Correct the Sentence)
_________________________________________________________________

Q.4

Identify the Part of Speech of the Underlined Word.

(1.0×3)



He usually arrives home at 5 O’ clock.

_____________________



Who will peel the bananas for the baby?

_____________________



Their mother loves to read books.

_____________________

Sentence Construction

Q.5

Make meaningful Sentences of these Words.

(1.0x3)



adventure:

______________________________________________________



brighter:

______________________________________________________



worship:

______________________________________________________

MODEL PAPER of MATHEMATICS for ADMISSION to CLASS: 5

(Max. Marks:20)

Q.1

Q.2

Complete the following mathematical statements.
(i)

709 452 can be expressed in words_____________________

(ii)

Exact divisor of a number is called its

(iii)

LCM of 4 and 12 is___________

(iv)

1 ________ 0.5 (insert ‘<’ or ‘>’)
20

________________

(2.0x2)

Solve the following.
(i)

Q.3

(1.0x4)

(ii)

HCF of 28 and 49

X

9

____________________

_____________________

______________________

_______________________

______________________

_______________________

_________________________

__________________________

Subtract:
(i)

71.23

Kg ____
8
5

gm

(ii)

______ 380
______ 95

4
3
Subtract 3
from 9 .
3
6
.

(2.0x2)

____________________
______________________

Q.4

Q.5

A bamboo is 39m 4cm long. If a length of 12m 8 cm is cut off. What is the length
of remaining bamboo?
(4.0)
(Show working)
2
A string is 16 3 meters long. How many pieces of length 5 meters can be cut
from it ?
(4.0)
(Show working)

Name: ____________________________

Roll No. _____________
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Objective

Q.1

Fill in the blanks.
(1.0×4)
(i)
Butterfly is a/an ________________ because it does not have a backbone.
(ii)
______________ are the living organisms which obtain food from other living
organisms.
(iii) Copper is a/an ______________ because it allows heat to pass through it.
(iv) ______________ is a simple machine that consists of a grooved wheel and a rope.

Short-Answer Questions

(Best three will be considered.)

(2.0×3)

Q.2 Answer the following questions.
(i)
Gases neither have a fixed shape nor have any definite volume. Justify the
statement.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(ii)

Differentiate between renewable and non-renewable energy sources with
the help of examples.
RENEWABLE

NON-RENEWABLE

Difference

Examples

(iii)

Write the importance of the following organs of our body:
(a) Heart: _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
(b)

Brain: _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
(iv)

What do you know about hydroelectricity? Which energy transformation
takes place in it?
Use backside of the sheet to answer.

